HOPE BOX FOR CYCLONE VICTIMS
in Chennai - INDIA
A full Package (HOPE BOX) can give a family a month food, medicines,
clothes, blankets, pots, soaps etc., for

25 Euros /=.

Dear Friends and Prayer Partners,
We write this Letter with an appeal for the Cyclone Victims
in Chennai – INDIA. This Cyclone on 13th Dec was an
unexpected Disaster claiming many innocent lives
destroying homes and livelihood of many poor people.
The Cyclone @ 120 kmph ripped apart roofs, roads, mobile
towers, electrical polls leading to total power and
communication shut down. As over 10,000 trees were
uprooted almost all roads were blocked causing a complete
stand still.
Basic needs like food, shelter, and medicines have become a
e on street
challenge to many, particularly to the poorest of the poor. Innocent Small Children Left alon
.
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homeless struck with fear and no
Sharing Hands wants to bring Hope to these Hopeless poor
families and street children at this crucial junction of
disaster.
ANY KIND OF HELP IS GREATLY APPRECIATED
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Homeless children and families
We have received calls from many locations about children
in desperate need of relocation. We are working on
relocating children with foster families meanwhile more
than 120 children have been taken into our rescue centre.
Sponsor a Child with Foster parent 12 Euros per month /=

Help to rebuild lives
Huts and the only small shelters these poor people had, has
been destroyed by the disastrous cyclone. We can help
them rebuild their huts or we can help build them a strong
steel structure housing
To Rebuild Hut 150 Euros /=
Steel Structure Housing 1500 Euros/=

Basic amenities needed
Many are in need for food, medication, clothes, blankets
and pots to cook and store water.
A full Package (HOPE BOX) that can give a family for a
month food, medicines, clothes, blankets, pots, soaps etc.,
will cost around 25 Euros /=.

Share your Love to give them Hope
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